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The terrible power gushes out and directly presses on it.

Other powers of the kingdom of God also used the most terrifying force to suppress.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Ye Qingtian and all the coalition powerhouses in front of them were all suppressed by terrible forces,
and fell to the ground one by one.

In an instant, all the strong in front of this position knelt down in front of the kingdom of God!

“Facing God! Do you surrender or not??”Mr. X’s voice runs through the world.

Like the roar of thunder in the depths of the sky!
With the majesty and pressure of the gods!

They are the high gods!

All ordinary human beings in front of them can only kneel on the ground, surrender to God, as slaves,
and pray for God’s forgiveness.

“In front of God, you are all ants!”

“Kneel down and surrender!! Become a slave to God!”

Other powerful people in the kingdom of God also shouted.

Stronger coercion is coming!

Everyone knelt on the ground, and their legs began to sink into the ground.

The weaker ones even plunged their entire body into the earth and merged with the soil.

God is inviolable!

The coercion is overthrown!

…

“what!!!”

Ye Qingtian and the others were struggling to get up like desperately.

It’s just that everyone seems to be pressing against Mount Tai, or even the sky.

Can’t get up at all.

I can’t even move my legs…

This is the coercion of God!

No matter how hard you try, you can’t survive their coercion.

Not to mention it!

Thousands of people are crawling on the ground in front of them.

The scene is too shocking!

The next position behind, in the command room.

See everything clearly.

It was shocking.

The impact on them is too great!

Is this the kingdom of God?

Are they gods?

If you say no!

How to explain this strength?

Not even the Great Summer Palace, the Siberian Star of the Eagle Nation, and the guards of the gods of
Jerusalem!

All kneel to the ground!

